DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE HEAT SOCKS

What is the difference between the heat socks 1.0, heat socks 1.0 slim fit, heat socks 3.0 and heat socks 5.0 toe cap®?

heat sock 5.0 toe cap

®

heat sock 5.0 toe cap® slim fit

heat sock 1.0

The heat socks 5.0 toe cap® have a shin protector and a heating element which contains the complete toe area. This means that
the toes are heated from both the top and the bottom, and an optimum heat chamber is created. These heat socks 5.0 toe cap®
are suitable for all outdoor activities, and are particularly suitable for wearing in tight-fitting and fitted (ski) shoes.
The heat socks 5.0 toe cap® slim fit have a shin protector and a heating element which contains the complete toe area. This means
that the toes are heated from both the top and the bottom, and an optimum heat chamber is created. They have a deliberately
more narrow fit in the area of the forefoot, and are specifically suitable for narrow feet. These heat socks 5.0 toe cap® are suitable
for all outdoor activities, and are particularly suitable for wearing in tight-fitting and fitted (ski) shoes.

The heat socks 1.0 have a shin protector and the heating element is located directly below the area of the toe and ball of the foot.
Ideal for all outdoor activities.

heat sock 1.0 slim fit

The heat socks 1.0 slim fit have a deliberately more narrow fit in the area of the forefoot and also have a shin protector. The heat
element is located directly beneath the area of the toe and the ball of the foot. Ideal for all outdoor activities.

heat sock 3.0

The heat socks 3.0 unisex have a reduced volume and, available in black, they are the perfect companion for work and leisure.
Available in green, they are the perfect socks for hunting and forestry purposes. The heat element is located directly beneath the
area of the toe and the ball of the foot.
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